
Winter death brings us future life, and thus sprang forth Lollipop Gold. Recorded on 8-track, 1-
inch tape in a warehouse in Indianapolis, just a few months after the scheduled producer passed
away in the studio, this record was made with lonely grit and a determination to do something
unusual for that beloved lost friend and for the band itself in the middle of a cold Midwestern
winter. Like multiple transmissions of alien radio channeled through a dysfunctional family
band, the 17 songs on Lollipop Gold are as strange a mix as you can find nowadays coming from
one body. Formed from the bellybutton of Marmoset songsmith Jorma Whittaker with a little
help from friends, this cauldron of material was brought into light with a distinctly male/female,
death/life, able/unable articulation. Comprised of half boys/half girls, some band members
literally divorced while the band recorded. Jorma & Movie Bare are bound to be your fave new
misanthropic do-gooders this side of nowhere, if you can find them. As with all St. Ives releases,
Lollipop Gold is a limited edition (250 copies) with art hand-wrought by the band.

Altgeld Blues
Child Cried
Either You or Me
Umbrella
Potato Nurse
Letter Better
Letterbox
Lollipop Girl
Song X
Right With the Lord 1
Wenda Dody
I Know Who You Are
Tennessee
Raspberry Daiquiri Day
Tell Me Now
Right With the Lord 2
Sick
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SELLING POINTS

1) Each record cover is painstakingly handmade by the artist

2) Limited to 250 copies worldwide.
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